UNION HISTORY
(April 18th – Please see location and time details below)

IMMIGRATION THEN AND NOW

We will meet at ESFL 5:00 p.m., carpool to Swede Hollow, and then walk-up Payne Avenue, exploring the past, present, and future of immigrants here on the East Side. The walk will take about 90 minutes and it is gradually uphill. We will end at ESFL and continue our conversation.

✓ Bring your family and friends to learn about 292’s labor history.

✓ Our history display in the Business Office has many 292 items, to include monthly meeting pins, previous contracts and electrical books.

✓ For more information contact John Kripotos at jk@ibew292.org, 612-617-4244 or Steve Yurista at 763-574-1821.

www.ibew292.org/History